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Automated protocol validation tools are by necessity often based on some 
form of symbolic execution. The complexity of the analysis problem however 
imposes restrictions on the scope of these tools. The paper studies the nature 
of these restrictions and explicitly addresses the problem of finding errors in 
data communication protocols of which the size precludes analysis by tradi-
tional means. The protocol tracing method described here allows one to locate 
design errors in protocols relatively quickly by probing a partial state space. 
This scatter searching method was implemented in a portable program called 
Trace. Specifications for the tracer are written in a higher-level language and 
are compiled into a minimized finite state machine model, which is then used 
to perform either partial or exhaustive symbolic executions. The user of the 
tracer can control the scope of each search. The tracer can be used as a fast 
debugging tool but also, depending on the complexity of the protocol being 
analyzed, as a slower and rather naive correctness prover. The specifications 
define the control flow of the protocol and may formalize correctness criteria 
in assertion primitives. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Protocol validation by symbolic execution is inherently a time- and 
space-consuming task. For lack of better methods, though, many 
automated protocol validation tools do use symbolic execution algo-
rithms,' and even methods based on validation algebras such as CCS 6 

 or PVA.'s still implicitly formalize symbolic executions.t Unfortu- 
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t Cf. the expansion theorem in CCS and the shuffle operator in PVA. 
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nately, the assumption that a computer will always be able to take 
over when the complexity of a complete analysis surpasses our ability 
to perform algebraic expansions by hand is decidedly wrong. 9'w  

A protocol of a realistic size can generate a state space of in the 
order of 10 9  system states and up. As little as adding one single 
message type, one protocol variable, or one slot to the message queues 
can further expand the number of reachable system states by orders 
of magnitude. For a protocol of this size a symbolic execution algorithm 
can at best analyze in the order of 10 to 100 system states per second 
of CPU time if the state space is built in core.' To analyze 10 9  states 
exhaustively would then take at least 115 days of computation. Fur-
thermore, assuming that each state can be encoded in no more than 
10 to 100 bytes, storing a state space of this size would still require a 
machine with several gigabytes of main memory. 

So, if this appears to be infeasible, what is the best that can be 
done? In the design phase one would like to have tools that can trace 
the most glaring bugs in a protocol in no more than a few seconds of 
real time. The completeness of an analysis is not really at issue here; 
speed is. To find more subtle design errors of a completed protocol one 
may be willing to spend more time, but not much more than perhaps 
10 hours or in the order of 10 5  seconds of CPU time. For symbolic 
execution algorithms, this requirement sets an upper limit to the 
number of states that can be searched at roughly 10 7  states. At 10 to 
100 bytes per state, however, we cannot expect to do anything useful 
with a state space of more than in the order of 10 6  states. Therefore, 
it is preferable that the tracer be able to perform complete analyses in 
small state spaces holding just a fraction of the total number of states. 
In the remainder of this paper we concentrate on these two issues: the 
effectiveness of partial searches and the possibility of performing 
complete searches in partial state spaces. 

In the following discussion we assume that the protocol submitted 
to a tracer is likely to contain errors and that a designer is interested 
in seeing any nonempty subset of these. A protocol tracer may, for 
instance, scan the state space in an effort to quickly discover typical 
violations of user-specified correctness requirements. It is important 
to note that the objective of such a partial analysis, or scatter search 
as we shall call it, is to establish the presence rather than the absence 
of errors. 

What we are aiming for is a protocol tracing method that allows us 
to spend a small fraction of the time required by an exhaustive analysis 
to find a substantial portion of all design errors. The emphasis is on 
speed, not on completeness. If a protocol contains an error, an ex-
haustive search would meticulously report every possible circumstance 
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under which the error could make the protocol fail. For our purposes, 
tracing a single variant of the error in a partial search will suffice. 

Section II explains how a general symbolic execution algorithm 
based on depth-first search can be organized. It discusses a variant of 
symbolic execution called scatter searching and compares its perform-
ance with exhaustive searching. Section III discusses in more detail 
heuristics that can be used to perform a partial search, and Section 
IV shows how depth-first searches can be organized in incomplete 
state spaces. Section V shows how protocol specific correctness criteria 
can be verified with a standard symbolic execution algorithm. Section 
VI gives a small example of the use of correctness assertions in tracing 
bugs in a protocol. A larger example is presented in the Appendix. 
Section VII summarizes the main results. 

II. SCATTER SEARCHING 

In this section we discuss some experiments with a program called 
Trace, which performs a simple depth-first search in a partial state 
space generated by a set of interacting finite state machines, where 
the state space is maintained as a tree of system states. To determine 
the effectiveness of partial searches, the performance of exhaustive 
searches and scatter searches was compared, using a search depth 
restriction as a parameter. But, first let us consider the working of the 
tracer in a little more detail. 

With the exhaustive tracing method a state space tree is searched 
starting from the initial system state, exploring every possible execu-
tion path until an end state, a previous state, or an error state is 
reached, or until the search depth limit is encountered. A return to a 
previously analyzed state terminates the search under two conditions: 

1. If the previously analyzed state is in the execution path that 
leads from the root of the state space tree to the current state, or 

2. If the previously analyzed state was encountered elsewhere in the 
state space tree either at the same depth or closer to the root of the 
tree than the current state. 

In the first case the tracer has discovered an execution loop in the 
protocol. The loop could be checked further on liveness, but to save 
time the program Trace simply checks that its repetition does not 
violate the user-specified correctness criteria and continues. In the 
second case the subtree that would be explored by continuing the 
search down to the search depth restriction would be contained in the 
subtree of the previously analyzed state, and cannot lead to new results. 
The tracer can therefore ignore the subtree and continue exploring 
new leaves in the tree. 

Though the state matching method is more general than the one 
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described in, for instance, Ref. 1, the design of the experimental tracer 
so far is fairly standard. The exhaustive trace method, however, can 
be considered to be a special case of the scatter search. In a scatter 
search not every possible execution sequence is explored. The tracer 
makes an estimate of the likelihood that exploring a new sequence can 
lead to the discovery of a new error, and will search only those 
sequences that optimize its chances of finding the largest set of unique 
errors in the smallest amount of time. The tracer's estimate will be 
based on a heuristic that should be general enough to work on any 
type of protocol. One straightforward way to do this, for instance, is 
to restrict the amount of nondeterminism that will be taken into 
account by the tracer. These and other techniques will be discussed in 
more detail in Section III. 

2.1 Test results 

To test the performance of a partial search, we want to compare its 
coverage or "scope" with that of an exhaustive search. The test 
protocol chosen for these comparisons was large enough to show the 
necessity of partial searches and also to give some room for experi-
menting with different flavors of partial searches. However, the size 
of the test case precluded, by the nature of the problem, the compila-
tion of a definitive list of "all" errors for reference. As a measure of 
the scope of the scatter search we will therefore take the number of 
errors traced and compare it with the number of errors traced by an 
exhaustive search method. 

Figure 1 shows results of tracing an experimental data switch control 
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Fig. 1—Run time. 
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protocol, generating a state space in the order of 10 9  system states.' 
The protocol was analyzed several times, both for the exhaustive 
search and the scatter search, with a search depth restriction that was 
incremented in steps of 10 levels for each new analysis run. 

An exhaustive search for this protocol became infeasible beyond a 
depth of 80 levels, that is, numbers of states down from the root of 
the state space tree. The tree scanned by the scatter search method 
had a maximum depth of 189 steps. Setting the search depth restriction 
beyond 189, therefore, no longer affects the scope of the analysis. To 
illustrate this, the curve for the scatter search was continued in Fig. 1 
up to a depth of 230. The longest scatter search required less than 4 
minutes of CPU time to complete. The run time of the exhaustive 
search tends to be exponential in the search depth. Using Fig. 1, it 
can be estimated that searching the state space tree down to the same 
depth (189 steps) with the exhaustive search would take some 3000 
years of CPU time. 

Fortunately, the test protocol analyzed contained a generous number 
of design errors. No attempt was made to classify them. In Fig. 2a the 
number of deadlocks reported by the tracer is shown as a function of 
the search depth, and in Fig. 2b the number of deadlocks versus the 
time it took to find them is plotted on logarithmic scales. 

No deadlocks are found at search depths 10, 20, and 30. The first 
error is reported with the scatter search for a search depth of 40 steps, 
requiring 4 seconds of CPU time. For the same search depth restriction 
the exhaustive search reports the first 3 errors in 6 minutes. By 
repeating the analyses for intermediate levels between 30 and 40, we 
found that the first error is reported both in the scatter and the 
exhaustive search mode at level 35, requiring 4 seconds for the former 
and 3 minutes for the latter search. The two intermediate tests were 
included in the results shown in Fig. 2. 

Very probably, no protocol designer would be interested in tracing 
this protocol beyond the first 100 error sequences generated. For the 
given test case this would mean that with an exhaustive search the 

Fig. 2—Deadlocks. 
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first 70 steps in state space can be searched in roughly 3 hours of CPU 
time. Alternatively, the first 100 steps can be traced with a scatter 
search in only 30 seconds of CPU time. 

Note that the time required to find the first error, the minimum 
search depth required to trace it, and the relation between search 
depth and the number of errors reported are favorable for the scatter 
search method. 

2.2 State space 

The protocol used for these tests requires roughly 40 bytes in the 
state space per system state. A total of 332,527 system states is 
generated in the longest exhaustive search analysis performed. As a 
result, for every new state generated, in the exhaustive search a data 
base of up to 15 megabytes must be probed for a state match. Even 
with the best hashing methods, this is bound to slow down the analysis 
noticeably. In the scatter search the largest number of states seen is 
172,402 at a depth of 189 in the tree, corresponding to a database of 8 
megabytes. The scatter search therefore should slow down less rapidly. 
This effect is illustrated in Fig. 3. The time efficiency is expressed in 
the average number of states analyzed per second for each analysis 
run. 

The steep left-hand side of the curves can be attributed to the 
overhead involved in the setup of a state space, which is felt more if 
the number of states explored is small. With the current tracer, the 
optimum speed for both search methods is reached when the state 
space contains roughly 1000 states. 
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Fig. 3—Time efficiency. 
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III. SEARCH HEURISTICS 

It is relatively straightforward to give preference to the shortest 
complete execution sequences and to defer analysis for longer se-
quences. We have already used this method in the preparation of the 
figures above by bounding the depth of the tree explored during a 
search. In this section we consider some other partial search heuristics. 

3.1 Fewer interleavings 

A method for reducing the run time of an analysis effectively is to 
restrict the amount of nondeterminism in the protocol model. In an 
exhaustive search, each node in the state space tree is root to one 
subtree for each executable option in each finite state machine in the 
protocol. Not all interleavings of these actions are necessarily relevant. 
Consider two executable actions: one action a local to machine Ml, 
for example, an assignment to a local variable, and the other an 
external action b in machine M2, for example, a send or a receive. 
There are two possible orders in which these two actions could be 
executed, corresponding to the two sequences: 

a; b and b; a 

Each of the two sequences leads into a new state that forms the root 
of an entire subtree in the state space. The question is of whether or 
not the two subtrees are equivalent with respect to the errors to be 
traced. Note that the execution of internal action a will not change 
the environment for the remote machine M2, so neither the executa-
bility nor the result of b can be any different when a is executed first 
or last. Similarly, the execution of a is independent of the environment 
affected by M2 and also its executability and result is independent of 
whether b preceded it or not. In this case, then, it suffices to search 
one of the two possible interleavings and to ignore the other. Unfor-
tunately, there are not many cases where a complete subtree can be 
ignored without restricting the scope of an analysis. In some cases, 
though, we can predict in what way the scope will be affected. It would 
be unwise to restrict the nondeterminism that is local to a finite state 
machine, as shown in the following Argos fragment: 12  

if 

: : A?one —>P( ) 

: : B?two —>Q( ) 

fi 

Argos is a CSP-like 13  guarded command language' defined on buffered 
message channels. A detailed discussion of the language itself can be 
found in Ref. 12. In the above example A and B are channel names 
(bounded buffers declared elsewhere), one and two are message names, 
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and P and Q are procedure names. If message one is the first message 
in A and message two is the first message in 13, both input statements 
are executable and the process executing the above fragment can make 
a nondeterministic choice between the two alternatives, and then 
proceed with the execution of either P( ) or Q( ). The protocol tracer 
cannot foresee which of the two alternatives may produce an error 
without executing them. Note that ignoring one of the two alternatives 
in an analysis implies ignoring a potentially important code fragment, 
that is, either P( ) or Q( ), without having reason to assume that this 
code would be error free. In this case then both alternatives will have 
to be explored. The situation is different for the nondeterminism that 
results from concurrency, as illustrated by the following Argos frag-
ment: 

proc P1 A?one —>P( ) 

proc P2 13!two —>Q( ) 

It defines two processes P1 and P2. Assuming that both initial actions 
are executable, it must be decided in what order they will be executed 
by the tracer. This time it may, but it will not always make a difference 
in what order these two I/O statements are executed. In an exhaustive 
search both orders are always analyzed. Ignoring one of the two 
possible orders, however, can halve the amount of work to be done for 
this node in return for the chance that it will cause the tracer to miss 
error sequences. No code fragments are ignored here, only a potentially 
erroneous timing of executions. Fortunately, not all orderings have 
the same probability of leading into error states. For instance, if we 
are primarily interested in finding deadlock states, that is, states in 
which all message channels are empty and not all processes have 
reached their end states, we may choose to explore the sequence 
starting with a receive action and ignore the other. In practice this 
heuristic performs remarkably well, as illustrated by the results dis-
cussed earlier. 

3.2 Tracing priorities 

If at some node in the state space tree there are N concurrent 
processes, all executable, the tracer can decide to ignore any M N 
of the processes to reduce the search. In the tests reported in Figs. 1 
to 3 we set M = 1 for the scatter search and M = N for the exhaustive 
search. In the case where M = 1 the search heuristic is implemented 
as a priority scheme that determines which process should be executed 
next. Highest priority is given to internal actions. At the next level we 
place receive actions, since these tend to bring the system closer to a 
deadlock state with empty channels. A lower priority is given to send 
actions, and a lower priority still to channel time-outs. Time-outs are 
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given lowest priority in the partial searches since they tend to create 
many spurious error reports. In partial search mode the correct work-
ing of the time-out mechanism is assumed, that is, a time-out is only 
considered to be enabled when there is no other option to continue 
the protocol. Though this definitely reduces the scope of an analysis, 
it does allow us to trace for another class of errors first and defer the 
costly tracing of timing errors. 

3.3 Queue sizes 

The capacity of a communication channel for holding messages can 
also have an important effect on the size of a state space. In the 
specification language Argos the channels are modeled by finite 
queues. A channel then can be in only a finite number of states 

N 

E Isr, 
i=0 

where N is the number of slots in the channel (i.e., the queue size), 
and S is the size of the channel sort, that is, the set of all messages 
that can be recognized by the channel Reducing the number of slots 
N by 1 can reduce the size of the state space and speed up the analysis 
by a factor of up to 

N 	 N-1 

E 'sr- E Isr=lsr. 
i=0 	 i=0 

In the scatter searches of Figs. 1 to 3 the queue sizes were restricted 
to two slots. To study the effect of a variation of the queue size the 
tests were repeated for a small range of sizes. Figure 4 shows the effect 
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Fig. 4—Effect of queue sizes on run time. 
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of a variation in the number of slots between one and four for both 
the exhaustive and the scatter search. 

IV. RESTRICTING THE STATE SPACE 

In the Introduction we mentioned that the tracer should be able to 
perform searches in even incomplete state spaces since the size of a 
complete state space generally precludes its storage or even its usage 
during the search. In this section we show how this can be accom-
plished. 

First it should be noted that in a depth-first search, at each execution 
step only those states that lead from initial state to the current state 
are indispensable in the state space. The presence of these states is 
necessary for the detection of system execution loops. Not every 
system state, though, can be found at the start of such an execution 
loop, and therefore it is not necessary to remember each state along a 
single execution path. The only states that must be remembered are 
those in which at least one of the interacting finite state machines is 
at the start of a local execution loop. Figure 5a shows a small but 
consistent reduction in the numbers of states if we restrict the state 
space to such "loop states." 

4.1 Minimization 

Since the analysis is performed on finite state machines we can try 
to minimize the machines in an effort to reduce time or space com-
plexity without affecting the scope of an analysis. The machines 
cannot be reduced under the standard notion of language equivalence, 
since that will change the behavior or the protocol. A stronger notion 
of state equivalence,' similar to that defined in CCS 6  can be used. 

Figure 5b compares the analyses of minimized state machines and 
nonminimized state machines. The protocol tested defines 4 processes, 
34 message types, 6 message channels, and 3 local variables. The state 
machines generated for the processes contain 69, 47, 7, and 5 states, 
respectively. The strongly equivalent minimized machines contain 35, 
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31, 7, and 5 states. As it turns out, the number of states generated in 
the state space is roughly the same in both cases. The connectivity of 
the state space tree, however, is different, causing the same states to 
be visited more frequently for the nonminimized machines, resulting 
in a small increase in run times. 

The effort to minimize the amount of work to be done in the search 
algorithm is concentrated on minimizing the theoretical maximum 
number of states in the product space of the individual finite state 
machines. We can do this by reducing the number of states per state 
machine (e.g., by masking a variable or a message queue) or, less 
straightforwardly, by reducing the number of state machines as such. 
The last thing we would like to do is, of course, to extend the number 
of state machines that we begin an analysis with. 

Somewhat paradoxically, this approach seems to conflict with the 
more conventional structured approach to program design that tells 
us to identify functions and to separate these in a relatively large 
number of logical entities. For protocol design this approach was most 
recently suggested in Ref. 15, which describes a method where each 
logical entity is formalized in a small finite state machine that interacts 
with the others. Dividing a single automaton of 16 states into 2 state 
machines of 8 states each, however, quadruples the number of states 
in the product space. Similarly, dividing it into 4 even simpler state 
machines of 4 states each expands the product state space to 16 times 
its original size. In general, increasing the number of state machines 
leads to an exponential growth of the product state space and is 
counterproductive in analyses. 

4.2 Cache size 

We noted above that, unlike the more commonly used breadth-first 
search (see Refs. 5, 9, and 12), the state space in a depth-first search 
need only contain the states in a single execution path from the root 
to the current state. Storing other states can avoid double work, but 
does not affect the scope of the analysis. This property of the depth-
first search method gives us greater flexibility in controlling the state 
space size during analysis runs. If more states can be stored, though, 
the search will be more time efficient. Figure 6 shows the effect of the 
size of the state space on the time and space requirements of a search, 
for a state space cache of 150,000 states that is reduced in steps of 
1,000 to a cache of 50,000 states. "Double work" is measured here as 
the total number of states created or recreated while searching. Note 
that the number of states stored in the cache could roughly be halfed 
without noticeable effect on the runtime or the total number of states 
created. With a partial state space cache it has to be decided which 
state will be deleted from a full cache when a new state must be 
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created. A simple blind round robin selection of states was found to 
outperform a series of other, more subtle, schemes. 11-12  It is the strategy 
used in the test of Fig. 6. 

V. ASSERTION CHECKING BY SYMBOLIC EXECUTION 

By default a protocol tracer can check a protocol for the observance 
of general correctness requirements such as absence of deadlock and 
completeness. The validation language Argos allows for the specifica-
tion of assertions to check on the observance of other correctness 
requirements. Assertions are defined as a restricted class of processes. 
They specify global system behavior in terms of external actions. For 
example, the specification 

assert 

I 	do 

:: large!mesg; small!mesg 

od 

1 

is a requirement on the order in which messages of the type me sg are 
sent to the two channels lar ge  and small. The assertion is that in 
each execution sequence a message on channel large must precede a 
message on channel small, and that these two actions will be executed 
repeatedly (they are enclosed in a do loop) in precisely this order. 

The main restriction to assertion specifications is that they can only 
refer to external actions, that is, sends and receives, and not to 
variables. Assignments and Boolean conditions are only allowed in 
process definitions, not in assertions. The control flow constructs are 
the same as those for process specifications: concatenations, selections, 
iterations, jumps, procedure calls, and macros. In other words, the 
assertions specify global constraints on the execution of the system as 
a whole in terms of message exchanges only. The scope of the assertion, 
that is the set of external actions that is traced to verify or to violate 
an assertion, is implicitly defined by the set of external actions it 
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refers to. If an external action occurs at least once in an assertion 
body, all its occurrences in an execution of the protocol are required 
to comply with it. Compliance with the assertion then means that the 
execution of these actions should match the context specified in the 
assertion. 

Since we define assertions as restricted processes, the assertion 
primitives can be compiled into a restricted class of state machines 
and minimized with the same algorithm that is used for the compila-
tion of the protocol processes. The protocol tracer uses the assertion 
state machines to monitor the external actions on which they are 
defined. Alternatively, though our tracer does not exploit this possi-
bility, it may be possible to develop a heuristic that allows the tracer 
to select those executions in a partial search that have the best chance 
of violating the correctness requirements expressed in the assertions. 

If an action is within the scope of an assertion, the state of the 
corresponding state machine will be updated as a side effect of the 
execution of that action, as if the assertion machine itself generated 
it. Since the assertion primitives cannot access variables or channels, 
the "state" of an assertion machine is uniquely defined by its control-
flow state. The "execution" of an assertion machine then costs very 
little in the tracing algorithm. When the protocol system reaches an 
end state, compliance with the assertion can be established by verifying 
that the assertion machine can reach an end state, too. If this is not 
true, the assertion is violated and the current execution sequence can 
be listed as a counter example. Similarly, if the assertion machine 
cannot be executed for an action that is within its scope, the assertion 
has been violated and a counter example can be produced. With little 
overhead or added complexity, the finite state machine model can thus 
be exploited to combine the depth-first search with assertion checking 
capabilities. 

VI. AN EXAMPLE 

A small example can illustrate how the experimental protocol tracer 
described in this paper is typically used. More elaborate examples can 
be found in the Appendix and in Ref. 12. A protocol is defined in the 
language Argos. The example below shows three processes a, b, and c, 
three message queues of one slot each named A, B, and c, and one 
assertion labeled assert (a keyword in the language). 

assert C!a; C!b 

proc a 

queue A[1]; 

C!a; A?c 

• 
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proc b 

queue B[1]; 

C!b; B?c 

proc c 

queue C[1]; 

if 

C?a—>Alc; C?b—>B!c 

C?b—>A!c; C?a —>B!c 

fi 

The assertion states that the two messages a and b will be appended 
precisely once to queue c when the three processes are executed, and 
that they can be sent in that order only. Process a starts by sending 
message a to queue c and then waits for a response a to arrive in 
queue A. Similarly, process b first sends b to queue c and then waits 
for a message c. The third process waits for a message to arrive in 
queue c, which is assumed to be either an a or a b, anything else would 
be an error. Process c then responds by sending a c message to queue 
c and waits for a second message to arrive: a b if the first received 
message was an a, or an a if the first message was a b. It will complete 
by sending a c into queue B. 

The protocol is compiled into four finite state machines of three 
states each for a and b, three states for the assert primitive, and 
seven states for process c. The protocol tracer then takes over and 
completes an exhaustive search in 1.35 seconds, reporting the obvious 
assertion violation for the execution sequence that starts with C ! b. 

The violation is reported by the tracer in the following format: 

queue: A B C 
event: 

1 
2 
3 	 a 
4 

Each column corresponds to a queue and each line to a time step. 
The first event is the sending of message b to queue c, which already 
violates the assertion. Then message c is sent to A by process c, 
message a is sent to c by process a, and finally a c message is sent to 
queue B by process c. 

Changing the assertion to a more reasonable statement such as 
assert { A!c; B!c will avoid the problem. The exhaustive search 
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for this assertion completes in 1.32 seconds. Omitting the assertion 
completely will trigger a default search for deadlocks and incomplete-
ness (e.g., unspecified receptions), which completes in 1.18 seconds. 
Note that it is relatively straightforward to formalize liveness criteria 
in assert statements. In this case, as for many protocols generating up 
to 105  system states, exhaustive analyses are quite feasible. The real 
problems of partial searching only occur for the larger protocols 
comparable in size to the experimental protocol used for the tests 
reported earlier in this paper. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

The main assumption we make in this paper is that in a design 
phase a protocol is typically known to contain errors and there is a 
need for a protocol tracing tool that can quickly find a representative 
subset of these errors. The user of such a protocol tracer is not so 
much interested in completeness but is very much interested in speed. 
With these assumptions important reductions in the time and space 
requirements of a tracer become feasible. 

The protocol tracer described here consumes only a small fraction 
of the time and space required by an exhaustive analysis algorithm to 
find a relatively large fraction of the errors present. The run time of a 
state space search is reduced by several orders of magnitude by 
restricting the number of interleavings, by using search depth and 
queue size restrictions, and by using compile time minimizations (Figs. 
1, 2, 4, and 5(b)). A more general method of reducing run time would 
be the definition of equivalence classes, or state space foldings, as 
described in Ref. 8. The experimental protocol debugger Trace does 
allow for the definition of such foldings, but too little experience with 
this technique has yet been gained to report any results. 

The number of states stored in a state space can be reduced by 
carefully selecting the states that may be revisited (Fig. 5a). More 
importantly, though, the depth-first search technique used allows one 
to perform searches with an incomplete state space cache. For the 
protocol tested, the cache could be reduced to less than 50 percent of 
the state space size (Fig. 6). 
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APPENDIX 

The following specification describes a transport protocol defined 
by the National Bureau of Standards.' The specification is based on 
the model given in Ref. 17. Four processes are defined: a local user 
process AU connected to a server process A, and a remote user au 
connected to server process B. The control flow constructs and the 
I/O statements in Argos are based on CSP, using buffered message 
channels instead of rendezvous. Process A, for instance, receives mes-
sages via two channels: one is named u a and is used by the user 
process to request services, the other is named ca and is used here to 
receive control messages from the remote server. Messages from server 
to user are sent through channel UA. The communication between the 
two servers is modeled with control messages m 1 to m 7, as defined in 
Ref. 17. The analysis discussed here uses no assert primitives and is 
thus a general one for completeness and absence of deadlocks. The 
arrow and the semicolon are syntactically equivalent statement sepa-
rators. A double colon flags the start of an option in a repetitive 
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construct (do • • • ad) or in an alternative construct (i f • 	fi). In 
this case, the state transition diagram defining the protocol is most 
conveniently, though not most elegantly, modeled by assigning a label 
to every state and including a goto-jump for every transition. Processes 
A ands are symmetrical. Null transitions from the original protocol 
were deleted from the model. 

proc A 

queue ca [8 ] , ua [8 ]; 

closed: 

do 

: : ca?ml —> UMconn_ind —> goto rcvd 

: : ua?conn_req —s cblml -s goto crsent 

: : ua?abort —> cb!m4 

: : ca?m4 	UA!d 

od; 

crsent: 

if 

: : ca?m2 —s UAlconn_conf goto estab 

: : ca?m7 	UA!disconn —> goto closed 

: : ua?abort 	cb!m4 	goto closed 

: : ca?m4 	UA!d 	goto closed 

fi; 

rcvd: 

if 

: : ua?conn_resp cb!m2 —> goto estab 

: : ca?m7 —. UA!disconn —s goto closed 

: : ua?abort —> cb!m4 	goto closed 

: : ca?m4 	UA!d —> goto closed 

fi; 

estab: 

do 

: : ua?close_req —> cb!m3 —> goto Aclose 

: : ca?m3 —> UAlclose_ind —> goto Pclose 

: : ua?data_req cb!m5 

: : ca?m5 —s UA!data_ind 

: : ua?expid_req 	cblm6 

: : ca?m6 —s UAlexpid_ind 

: : ca?m7 —> UAldisconn goto closed 

: : ua?abort --o cb!m4 —s goto closed 

: : ca?m4 —, UA!d —> goto closed 

od; 
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Ac lose: 

do 

: : ca?m3 —> UA!close_ind 	goto closed 

: : ca?m5 —> UA!data_ind 

: : ca?m6 —> UA!expid_ind 

ca?m7 —> UA!disconn —*goto closed 

: : ua?abort —> cb!m4 —> goto closed 

: : ca?m4 —> UA!d —> goto closed 

od; 

Pclose: 

do 

ua?data_req —> cb!m5 

: : ua?expid_req —o cb!m6 

: : ua?abort —p cb!m4 —> goto closed 

: : ca?m4 —> UA!d —> goto closed 

ua?close_req —> cb!m3 —> goto closed 

: : ca?m7 —> UA!disconn —> goto closed 

od 

proc B 

queue cb[8], ub[8]; 

closed: 

do 

: : cb?ml —> UB!conn_ind —> goto rcvd 

ub?conn_req —> ca!ml —> goto crsent 

: : ub?abort —> ca!m4 

: : cb?m4 —> UB!d 

od; 

crsent: 

if 

cb?m2 —*UB!conn_conf —> goto estab 

: : cb?m7 —> UB!disconn 	goto closed 

: : ub?abort —> ca!m4 —+ goto closed 

: : cb?m4 	UB!d —> goto closed 

fi; 

rcvd: 

if 

: : ub?conn_resp —> ca!m2 —> goto estab 

: : cb?m7 —*UB!disconn —> goto closed 

ub?abort 	ca!m4 —> goto closed 

cb?m4 —> UB!d goto closed 

fi; 

• 

• 
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estab: 

do 

: : ub?close_req —o ca!m3 —o goto Aclose 

: : cb?m3 —> UB!close_ind —o goto Pclose 

: : ub?data_req —* ca!m5 

: : cb?m5 —> UB!data_ind 

: : ub?expid_req —> ca!m6 

: : cb?m6 —) UB!expid_ind 

: : cb?m7 —o UB!disconn —o goto closed 

: : ub?abort —> ca!m4 —* goto closed 

: : cb?m4 —*UB!d —> goto closed 

od; 

Ac lose: 

do 

: : cb?m3 —> UB!close_ind —> goto closed 

: : cb?m5 —*UBIdata_ind 

: : cb?m6 —, UB!expid_ind 

: : cb?m7 —> UB!disconn —> goto closed 

: : ub?abort —> ca!m4 —> goto closed 

: : cb?m4 —> UB!d —> goto closed 

od; 

Pclose: 

do 

: : ub?data_req —> ca!m5 

: : ub?expid_req —> ca!m6 

: : ub?abort —> ca!m4 —> goto closed 

: : cb?m4 —, UB!d —> goto closed 

: : ub?close_req —* ca!m3 —> goto closed 

: : cb?m7 —> UB ! disconn —o goto closed 

od 

1 
proc AU 

{ 	queue UA[8] ; 

pvar m= 0; 

do 

: : UA?conn_conf —> ualclose_req; UA?close_ind 

: : UA?close_ind —> ualclose_req 

: : UA?conn_ind —*ualconn_resp 

: : (m== 0) —o m= 1; ualconn_req 

: : (m== 1) —> m= 2; ua! abort 

: : UA?def ault 

od 

} 
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proc BU 
queue UB[8]; 

do 

: : UB?conn_conf —> ub!close_req; UB?close_ind 

UB?close_ind --*ub!close_req 

UB?conn_ind --o ub! conn_resp 

UB?default 

od 

The queue sizes were arbitrarily set to 8 slots per channel The protocol 
tested is defined by the behavior of the two server machines, as visible 
to the users. The user behavior is no part of the formal protocol. An 
arbitrary set of user processes was defined specifically for the test. 
The local user AU will open the connection by sending a conn_req 

message to ua and some arbitrary time later it will close it with an 
abort message. The remote user su is considered to be passive, 
responding only to close messages and accepting, but ignoring all 
others. Default is a keyword for receptions that match any input 
from the queue specified. 

The protocol as specified above is compiled—in 23 seconds of CPU 
time on a VAX-11/750*—into four finite state machines of 27, 27, 10, 
and 6 states, respectively. The compiler flags a series of incompleteness 
errors, noting for instance that control message m7 can be received 
but is never sent. Ignoring those warnings, an exhaustive analysis with 
trace takes just under 3 seconds of CPU time and reports 4 error 
sequences that reduce to two types of errors. The first one is an 
unspecified reception of the message conn_resp in state closed, for 
instance, after the following message exchange: 

queue: ca ua 	UA cb 	ub UB 

event: 

1 

2 

3 

4 
5 

6 
7 

conn_req, 

abort, 

ml, 

m4, 

[conn_resp], 

conn_ind, 

d, 

Each column corresponds to a queue and each line to a time step. The 
first event recorded is the sending of a message conn_req into queue 
ua, followed by an m 1 into queue cb, etc. The last message sent is 

*Trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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enclosed in square brackets to indicate that it was sent but could not 
be received. Comparing the event sequence with the program shows 
that server process B is in state c 1 o sed at the time. 

The second problem is an unspecified reception of m2 also in state 
closed: 

queue: ca ua 	UA cb ub UB 

event: 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 
8 

[m2] , 

conn_req, 

abort, 

ml, 

m4, 

conn_resp, 

conn_ind, 

d, 

It is now straightforward to study the behavior of the protocol for 
different user behaviors, which can reveal, for instance the possibility 
of the unspecified reception of a message conn_resp in state Pclose, 
or the more obvious deadlock after a simultaneous conn_req  message 
from both users. 
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